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MALCO® IRON BLASTER 
FALLOUT REMOVER (2662) 

DESCRIPTION 

Malco Iron Blaster is designed to remove stubborn contaminants from vehicle paint. This 

neutral pH formula breaks down rail dust, industrial fallout and stuck on iron deposits. Iron 

Blaster was developed to dissolve even the toughest contaminants while restoring paint to a 

bright finish. Iron Blaster is safe to use on all OEM paints, glass and removes brake dust from 

coated wheels. For stubborn wheel stains follow up with a wheel cleaner like Fast Shot. 

DIRECTIONS 

Before final wash of the vehicle use Malco Iron Blaster to remove fallout contaminants. Rinse 

loose dirt and grime and ensure surface is cool and out of direct sunlight. Shake bottle well, 

spray onto contaminated area and let dwell for 3-4 minutes, allowing the formula to penetrate 

and loosen the particles. Do not allow product to dry on surface. The formula will turn from 

clear to purple as it begins working. Rinse thoroughly, using high pressure water if possible. If 

some contaminants remain after rinsing, reapply more liberally and agitate with a towel or 

sponge if necessary. Always do a final rinse before beginning the traditional washing step. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

Quickly breaks down iron and fallout contaminants Strongest formula in the industry makes cleanup easy 

Safe to use on all OEM finishes and coatings Neutral pH formulation has less offensive scent 

VOC compliant Body shop safe 

PACKAGE SIZES 

• 22 oz. (Part number: 266222) 

FAQ’s 

What happens if it dries on my vehicle?  You may need slight agitation or buffing off, but no permanent damage. 

Will it clean my wheels completely?  It will clean brake dust and iron, but not the stuck-on road grime.  

What happens if I get it on my skin?  It is pH neutral so just rinse it off with soap and water.  

 


